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T HE noise problems which Research into the problem of jet cases of interest, the turbulent mixhave plagued aviation from noise and the means, for its re-ing noise is the real culprit. The its very inception have grown duction has many aspects. At the turbulent mixing process creates steadily worse over the years. The NACA our first approach was to very intense fluctuations of velocnoise nuisance created by current find the source of the noise. Fig-ity which result in large pressure aircraft in communities surround-ure I shows a schematic of a turbo-waves which propagate outward ing airports has reached the point jet engine and the various sotirres and are the real source of noise. where public protests have resulted of noise are classified. Figure 2 shows the means used in considerable legislation and litiNoise sources are the inlet, the to identify this mixing process as gation. The increased noise poten-exhaust, and the engine shell. In-the noise source. It shows a plot tial which was expected to accom-let noise is created internally in-of the sound power radiated from pany the advent of the jet trans-side the engine and radiates out-small airjets and several full-scale port is now here. Public acceptance ward from the inlet. Such a noise, engines. The sound power is plotof these new airplanes depends for example, is the..rqmpressor ted against a parameter, which upon the use of adequate jet noise whine, which results from the -rap-is called the Lighthill parameter. suppression devices, idly rotating compiessor blades. This parameter was derived by M. For the past five or so years, a The radiated noise from the en-J. Lighthill in England and degreat deal of effort has gone into gine shell results from vibration of scribes the sound power radiated research and development aimed the shell or from 4iternal noises by a moving field of turbulence. at decreasing the noise problem as-which radiate outwafli"•roagithe---Lighthill's.orw has been extended sociated with the jet transport. As shell. The exhaust noise includes and amplified by many workers in long ago as 1953 it was felt that a internal noise which is radiated the field. This particular form of noise reduction of about 15 db outward through the tailpipe and the parameter applies only to simwould be required to make the jet the noise created by the turbu-pie circular airjets of exit area A transport comparable to propeller lent mixing of the jet with the and issuing into a quiescent atmosdriven airplanes.
surrounding atmosphere. For the phere with a jet velocity V. The atmosphere is described by its den-in the parameter, since it is raised particular engine design in detail sity po and the speed of sound in to the 8th power. Unhappily, most and showed that a low temperature the atmosphere ao. The results on engines in current usage have large design could he made which would the figure show that all of the data values of V, in the order of 1800 give adequate thrust with fuel fit along a single line. Notice that to 2100 ft per sec. The variation of economy similar to current engines. the scales are both log scales, i.e., V between the different engines of Several manufacturers have been equal distances correspond to equal' 10,000-to 15,000-lb thrust class is working along these lines and this ratios of the variable. The slope small. As a result the sound power may eventually prove to be an of the line is such that a change in generated by all large transport excellent solution. Another engine the Lighthill parameter by a factor type engines at full power is about which also shows low noise level of 10 results in a change in the the same. One solution to the noise capabilities is the ducted fan or sound power by a factor of 10. problem was proposed by Silver-bypass engine, such as the Rolls This, in itself, is excellent verifica-stein and Sanders at an SAE meet-Royce Conway. tion of the relationship proposed ing several years ago. In essence, We are faced, however, with the by Lighthill. At the lower end of they proposed that an engine be problem that no low noise engine the line are data for simple airjets; built which would operate at low is currently being used in our first at the upper end of the line are jet velocities. They examined a series of jet transports. In fact, the data for engines. The fact that all lie on the same line tells us that the noise producing mech-
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/o anism is the same for both cases. Since the only noise source for simple airjets is the turbulent mixing process, we know that this must 10 also be the principal noise source for jet engines.
The data in this figure show ,,o0 good agreement for both a 10,000- it is possible to start seeking ways and means of reducing the noise.
If we take another look at the Lighthill parameter we can get 
W is not greatly different for alt en-
(Cor A gines of current interest. The veloc- Fig. 2 . This plot shows the simple relationship between sound power and the value of the ity term is the predominant term Ughthill parameter that is found experimentally to be valid for a wide variety of circular jets.
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* UALM =MO~1D 0 Another jet noise suppressor.
which is really a combination of a Thsegmented n ozzC siiilar to the one ing cylindrical ejector iss shown 20 NOISE Control Fig. 5 . This 10-slot nozzle is mounted on outdoor thrust stand for test measurements. Fig. 6 . This engine is in a wind tunnel for measuring thrust loss and drag dua to nozzle. in Figure 3 . This particular suppressor is shown mounted on a ti B-47 aircraft. The ejector is the cylindrical portion on tte rear. The nozzle is an eight-lobed segmented nozzle. The ejector has two functions. It tends to promote more nearly parallel mixing and it provides some thrust augmentation statically and at low forward speeds. It would be expected that if!• ' • such a device would be made to .... retract forward into the nacelle during cruising flight.
The sound field of this suppressor is shown in Figure 4 . Three ". ii ,,-i r .
curves are shown-one for a standard circular nozzle, one for the ." . . ..
-.
eight-lobed nozzle without the ejector, and one for the lobed nozzle 4 ,.J 5 with ejector. The ejector had an . inside diameter 1.6 times the stand. ard nozzle diameter and a length equal to 2.4 times the standard nozzle diameter. The results shown were measured at a distance of 200 ft from the engine exit and at a jet exit velocity of 1700 ft per sec. The circular lines are lines of constant overall sound pressure level. The jet direction is downward on the figure. The maximum noise level of the standard nozzle, i.e., the dashed curve, occurs at about 300 from the jet axis and the value is about 121 db. The lobed nozzle curve shown by the small circles shows a maximum at around 450 of 114 db. It also shows slightly higher values than the standard nozzle up toward the side and front of the engine. Addition of the ejector reduces the noise levels to a maximum of about 109 db and the combination nozzle shows no other peaks. It is quieter everywhere than the standard nozzle. We have tried many combinations of nozzles and ejectors. The best results so far in. dicate that as much as 15-to 16-db reduction of the maximum overall level is possible. Furthermore, if the ejector is acoustically treated by using a perforated internal wall with some absorption material, it Figure 6 shows a photograph of Figure 9 shows a summary of is possible to obtain 2-to 3-db more a lobed nozzle mounted in our full-the results obtained from both our reduction. This results principally scale altitude wind tunnel. For model and full-scale tests. The from absorption of the higher fre-these tests a 10,000-lb thrust engine losses in propulsive thrust due to quencies. It might be mentioned was used. The internal thrust losses both internal thrust loss and ex. that these nozzles in general pro-and external drag can be measured ternal drag are shown. These data vide about 3 to 4 percent thrust at speeds up to 500 ft per sec and apply for a Mach number of apaugmentation when tested stati-altitudes to 40,000 ft.
proximately 0.85. This comparison cally. In general, it would be Model tests have been conducted uses the standard nozzle as the zero expected that this augmentation in our transonic tunnels to provide reference. If we add an ejector to would probably disappear at a few additional data since our altitude the stendard nozzle we suffer a 3.5 hundred feet per second forward full-scale tunnel has a quite lim-percent thrust loss due to drag. velocity.
ited maximum Mach number. The The 9-tube nozzle has a 6.5 percent It appears to be possible to ob-model used to test our nozzles is thrust loss caused by a 3 percent tain the reduction of 15 db, which shown on Figure 7 . The nozzles are drag term and about 4 percent inwe originally set as our target to mounted in the rear. Air for the ternal losses. The eight-lobed nozmake the jet transport operate as jet is ducted through wings and zle with centerbody has about a 3.5 quietly as a piston powered air-expelled. There is no inlet since percent propulsive thrust loss dicraft. The question is how much we wish to study the nozzle per-vided about equally between in. will this cost in aircraft perform-formance rather than overall na. ternal thrust loss and external drag ance. First, from the standpoint of celle characteristics. The tunnel increase. The results for the eightweight, it would appear that if walls are perforated to permit lobed nozzle with the open center a combination ejector-suppressor transonic flow. The tunnel test sec-are nearly the same. The combina. nozzle with a built-in thrust re-tion is 8 ft by 6 ft and the model tion suppressor using the eightverser is used then it will weigh at relatively small. This is a require-lobed nozzle with an ejector shows least several hundred pounds per ment necessary for tests at Mach a propulsive thrust loss of about 6.5 engine, numbers near 1. Figure 8 shows a percent. This results from a drag To evaluate the thrust losses and group of nozzles evaluated over a term of about 5 percent and an indrag penalties we have studied a Mach number range from 0.6 to ternal thrust loss of 1.5 percent. If large number of various types of 1.1. The Reynolds numbers, which the ejector is made retractable then nozzles in our thrust stands and are the basis for scaling, are of the the thrust loss would be that of the wind tunnels. Figure 5 shows a same order as for our full-scale nozzle alone, i.e., about 3 percent. thrust stand installation of a par-studies. Hence, these results should From the results shown it is eviallel slot nozzle. The engine and apply directly. All of the nozzles dent that considerable work must nozzle characteristics are carefully are twin shelled. The thrust forces be done to clean up the internal measured as well as the sound field are measured directly on the inside and external losses. It should be radiated. This is used as our basic shell and the drag forces on the possible to reduce the overall loss rig for evaluating full-scale nozzles outside shell. This technique per-to less than 2 percent without great prior to tunnel tests. A great many mits us to find small drag forces difficulty by utilizing the knowl. of the nozzles we tested showed in-which would otherwise be impos-edge which has been obtained from sufficient noise reduction to war-sible to measure. A number of dif-these and other tests. We know rant further work. Furthermore, ferent nozzles are shown. They are, where the losses are and must rerigs such as this permit us to work in general, quite similar to the full-duce them. on decreasing internal thrust losses, scale nozzles shown previously.
Before to mention that in addition to sup-the levels drop rapidly and at 3 and that individual aircraft, runpressor nozzles other techniques of miles from brake release the level way orientations, and meteorologinoise reduction are also available, is 104 db at full engine power. cal conditions will determine which North has proposed that the climb-These calculations were made as-of these flight take-off techniques out be initiated at the earliest pos-suming no suppressors were used. can be utilized at a given time and sible time during the flight. Fig-If a 15 db suppressor is used, then for a given location. ure 10 shows the results of his cal. it might be expected that the level For future aircraft there is conculations. These calculations apply would be about 90 db if such a siderable speculation as to just to a four-engined jet transport air-flight technique is employed. The what the most desirable type of aircraft. The abscissa is the horizontal (lashed curves show the effects craft configuration might be. Cerdistance from brake release and the which result from power cutbacks tainly we will want to go faster perordinate the sound pressure level to 80 and 60 percent of available haps to Mach numbers of 2 or 3. directly under the aircraft. The ab. engine thrust. Such procedures are In addition, we will want relatively solute levels will vary somewhat possible, i.e., it is possible to climb short take-off and landing distances. dependent on the size and power at 150 knots at 60 percent engine One configuration which is receiv. of the aircraft but the trends of thrust. However, aircraft safety ing much attention utilizes a great the curves will remain the same. If considerations may obviate such a many small engines, perhaps forty the aircraft takes off and accelerates procedure. The other curves shown or so. These engines would be at an altitude of 200 ft then the indicate what results might be mounted in the wing and the enground levels under the aircraft are expected from using other climb-tire output would be ducted tohigh, i.e., of the order of 124 db. out speeds, i.e., 250 knots and gether and out a long narrow slot If climb is initiated at the earliest 350 knots at various engine powers.
in the rear of the wing. Such a conpossible time, i.e., such that a climb It is obvious that such curves figuration has been investigated ex. airspeed of 150 knots is used then only give us certain ground rules (Conti.,ued opt page 80) relative to the standard jet nozzle, for the various supprussors, under flight path. The earier climb-out is started, the quieter.
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wi NOISE SUPPRESSORS els can be achieved with such a is hoped, therefore, that future air-FOR JET ENGINES configuration if proper attention is craft may present no serious noise given to the exit design. Industry problems and perhaps this is one (Conlinued from page 23) is well aware of the noise problem field where no further increases of perimentally and it appears from and is taking steps to alleviate it in noise will occur as both the size and our results that very low noise lev-the early aircraft design stages. It power of aircraft go up. 4 A A so NOISE Control
